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Abstract. The present paper focuses on maintaining one’s data secrecy in cloud 
storage area and it may depend on their privacy policy and standards. The 
effectiveness and efficiency of preserved data from different cloud providers 
should maintain the integrity of original data stored in it. In the era of could 
computing, stored information’s value, proficiency and optimization of data 
retrieving spotlights the importance of maintaining cloud users data, privacy, 
identity, reliability and maintainability it may vary for different Cloud providers 
(CP).  Giant CP ensures their user proprietary information’s are sustained more 
secretly using cloud technologies. During third party cloud services and exodus 
between inter cloud providers may lead to data portability privacy issue. More 
remarkable event in this case, even the cloud providers don’t have implication 
about the information and records where it’s stored and maintained in their own 
cloud. This is one of the obligatory research issue in cloud computing. We came 
frontward by proposing (EMPPC) an Evolutionary model based privacy 
Preserving technique and try to hold user’s, to have trust in providers  for 
maintaining their confidentiality in cloud. This proposal helps the CR (Cloud 
Requester and Users) to mark trust on their proprietary information and data’s 
stored in cloud. 

Keywords: Cloud computing, Web Service, Privacy, Security, Intelligent 
Computing, Data Portability, Intrusion Detection System, lattice. 

1 Introduction 

Cloud is one of the massive and major research areas for both industrial and academic 
field for research, many researchers have been working towards its research issues. 
As cloud came into existence lot of issues also surrounded to it. Normally cloud 
computing have most common and general issues like Interoperability, SLA-(Service 
level Agreement), [3-10] universal standards, unique approach for all cloud providers, 
data portability among different clouds, various privacy and security issues etc. Cloud 
computing is not a one-size-fits-all elucidation and companionship required to 
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uncover the need earliest before business into such solutions. CP consists of different 
layer for information dealing out with an on-demand provisioning of computational 
resources. 
 
Data Portability Policy and Data Freedom 
 
A cloud provider came across the issues of data portability in the way that users have 
a request of it. We are initiating a model which may help to frame an open standard 
because we believe in advancing this open effort. [1-6], However the CP should not 
permitted to change their policy on demand of their own. Very few cloud provider 
companies has already launched portability policies. Fig.1 the portability policy 
proposal is still in its preschooler stages and will nurture as awareness increases, with 
more unambiguous questions emerging when issues are recognized. CP and SN 
(social network) providers will need to pay finicky consideration to the projected right 
for users to port their personal information to another CP, as well as their right to 
erase their information. Fig.1. [9-21], The right for CR to port their data to a new CP 
will also be of an explicit anxiety to SN whose servers continue to edge over with 
user information. The right for CR to involve along with CP to relocate their data to a 
new CP and it should promote cloud shopping. This will encourage larger antagonism 
between cloud providers. One of the most valuable weapons for CRs have in their 
hand is to switch different providers. This is an idyllic policy that should be pursued 
by all CP. The initiative by means of data Liberation campaign is to be welcomed, 
even if it residue vague whether the actual motive is to reduce the cloud competitors 
in maintaining their data container, rather than making customers free from CP data. 
There are some considerable difficulties to truly liberal cloud users due to data 
migration policy. [19-26], The policy framing bench is responsible to act in response 
to its customers if any information exploitation happens. 
 
Practical Challenges 
 

a) Any policy right must illustrate a fetish between a CR data and their 
fundamental rights to use of it. [5-9] 

b) The policy right should be limited to liberate the data held by the cloud 
provider. [3-7] 

c) Whatever the data transferred between different CPs will relay on the 
configuration of the data format and interfaces they are using, some CPs 
store data in the favored format for data exchange internally. [11-18] 

d) Different CP data format is harder to understand and it may not be portable 
while transferring data to a new CP. [20-26] 

e) The exact raw data is easier to transfer but difficult to maintain its secrecy. 
 
Promoting a Privacy Market and Industry Standards 
 
Cloud requestors very frequently may change their provider based on the providers 
advance privacy preservation techniques adopted and assurance to CR, [22] there may 
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be some Pit fall if some exploration happens to user’s data after adapted to new 
privacy policy of CPs. Many researchers have been repeatedly initiating to frame an 
[17-19] universal standard format which helps a provider to permit other business 
competitive provider to gasp different CPs technology, and it should be compatible to 
new CP technology which makes an effortless transform, can be achievable to 
normalize the user personal information and data. These migration possibilities should 
be informed to all CR and users as different cost for porting their data. 

2 Background and Related Work 

In his approach Anna et al [1] the author addresses the quandary of safeguarding 
privacy in trust consultation. He initiates the notion of privacy preserving discovery, 
with a set that does not include attributes or credentials, or combinations of these, 
which may negotiate privacy. [3] To obtain privacy preserving disclosure sets, he 
proposed two techniques based on the notions of substitution and generalization. 
Keith Frikken et al [2006] in his work he presented few protocols that protect both 
sensitive credentials and sensitive policies as privacy preserving mechanism. Travis D 
et al [2008] his research team propose a method to support the software engineering 
effort to derive security requirements from regulations; in which the methodology for 
directly extracting access rights and obligations from regulation texts. [8-9] The 
methodology provides statement-level coverage for an entire regulatory document to 
consistently identify and infer six types of data access constraints and assign required 
priorities between access rights and obligations to avoid unlawful information 
disclosures. Alex X et al and team in [2011] they propose a VGuard framework with 
efficient protocol that allows a cloud policy owner and a cloud request owner to 
collaboratively determine whether the request satisfies the policy without the policy 
owner knowing the request and the request owner knowing the policy. Pengcheng 
Xiong et al and team [6] proposes a cost-aware resource management system based 
on SLA- service level agreement termed as SmartSLA which consists of two main 
components: the system modelling module and the resource allocation decision 
module. To prevent the online social community the author Dongsheng Li et al [7] 
came forward to propose an interest group based privacy-preserving recommender 
system called Pistis. By identifying inherent item-user’s interest groups and 
separating user’s private interests from their public interests. Multi-agent based 
service accessing and security system flow discussed by authors et al [2], [4], [5], 
[12], [15-16] The author Xiaohui Liang et al [12] proposed the privacy preserving 
emergency call scheme by enabling patients in life-threatening emergencies to fast 
and accurately transmit emergency data to the nearby helpers via mobile healthcare 
social networks. The author Chien-Ding Lee et al [2011] similarly the authors 
discussed the necessity of secure web services and mitigation of the same in cloud 
[10-14], [17-22] in his approach he made few regulation to comply with the HIPAA 
(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), a flexible cryptographic key 
management solution is proposed to facilitate interoperations among the applied 
cryptographic mechanisms. Author et al proposed an efficient service cache in an peer 
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to peer networking which simulates the idea of deliver the service in most stipulated 
period of time [23], Sachin Kadloor et al [16] proposal to develop a dynamic program 
to compute the optimal privacy preserving policy that minimizes the correlation 
between user’s traffic and adversary’s waiting times of cloud user. Chun-Tao Hong et 
al [18] propose a new MapCG model as a Map-Reduce framework to provide source 
code level portability between CPUs (Central processing units) and GPUs (Graphics 
processing units). D.Chandramohan et al [15] proposed a testbed for evaluating the 
efficiency of services and these features are inherited in our proposed model for 
driving new parameters and functions to maintain the privacy and its security in cloud 
environment during data portability or migration between different cloud Providers’. 

3 Proposed Model 

This approach focus on portability issue in cloud, a user can hold their account details 
and information along with respective trusted cloud providers, it get pursued until the 
user mark their uncomfortable with particular CP. Even cloud provider suggestion 
may be unsuccessful during back tracking the client information maintained by them. 
They do not have a clear identification where the actual data resides inside their CP 
cloud. By using this proposal our main objective is to resolve this issue at a minimum 
risk and maximum benefit to both the providers and users.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Privacy Breach in Inter Cloud Portability and Data Migration 
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The proposed impend strenuous on resolving issues such as adaptability, 
scalability, reliability, privacy and security, to access the client information as 
ubiquitous local services virtually in any system. If a user what’s to withdraw all his 
data from one cloud and wish to transfer his data to another cloud, here comes the 
data portability and its privacy issues. With an open standard and privacy policies 
cloud computing can able to achieve portability with a huge percentage as freely and 
loosely coupled with all cloud providers with standard application via internet with in 
user authorized control. Security is one of the most important frames for cloud 
provider it will utilize data storage and transmission encryption, user authentication, 
and authorization, all cloud user concern about the liability of isolated data accessed 
by criminals like hackers, intruders, and annoyed employees. Cloud providers are 
extremely aware to this problem and applied extensive possessions to extenuating this 
kind of distress. Reliability also one of the main issues to feel uncomforted with cloud 
providers both financially and technologically trustworthy in current market.  By 
using superfluous storage technique some CPs modifying the original data stored with 
them and lead to signing off from one provider to another. Ownership to CR data has 
been transferred to the cloud; some users concern that they could lose several data or 
CP thinks all of their rights are incapable to protect the rights of their beloved 
customers. Many CP are concentrating on this issue with full standard policy for user 
and providers benefited agreements. 

 

Sim (C1, C2) = .           (1) 

 

 

Fig. 2. Privacy EMPPC Intelligent model for Preserving Cloud Users Data 
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some CR and users are worried that they wish to switch cloud providers; they may 
have complicated in relocating their data. Porting and exchanging data is highly 
reliant on the environment of the CPs data reclamation arrangement, fussy in personal 
belongings where the configuration cannot be effortlessly revealed. As service 
antagonism nurtures until some open standards befall established, the data portability 
issue will be more ease, and adaptation progression will be offered by sustaining more 
accepted cloud providers with some conditions like a cloud users or CR should pay 
for some ritual data exchange. Supporting multiplatform and more are big issue for IT 
sector using direct services, the cloud-based service assimilates athwart different 
environment and operating systems, and some personalized amendment of the service 
acquire of any new problem into it. Multiplatform sustainment and its necessities will 
show the simplicity as more user edges are converted into normal web-based system 
supports. Intellectual Property originates few new features and to use CP as part of the 
discovery. Once some CP recognizes that computing makes potentially experiences 
much more of the same fortune as owned new faceplates the proprietary systems, for 
low-risk processes and for insensible information, the cloud-based services can be 
endorsed, established, tartan, and made more protected by merging them with habitual 
non-cloud IT practices.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. An Evolutionary Model Based Communicators’ Privacy Preserving in the Cloud 

In this innovative and competitive cloud world a mammoth development in all 
related areas. There presents 200 percentage chance of switch over from one provider 
to some other providers. If a user what’s to withdraw all his data from one cloud and 
wish to transfer his data to another cloud, here comes the data portability and its 
privacy issues. Designing an Evolutionary model using Intrusion detection system 
protocol is developed by sharing information based intrusion detection system and the 
proposed system is embedded in all cloud layer and its neighborhood nodes to provide 
privacy and security to those data. 

 
CdA (xi, xj) = (xi- xj)

I A (xi- xj)   (2) 

       CSA (xi, xj) =      (3) 

3.1 Some Properties of ID-Intrusion Detection System Used in EMPPC 

Alert / Alarm, True Positive, False Positive, False Negative, True Negative, Noise, 
Site policy, Site Policy awareness, Confidence value, Alarm filtering, Attacker 
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Table 1. Cloud Service Privacy 
assessment of different providers 
evaluation in normal scenario 

Google Microsoft Amazon IBM 
4.0 1.5194 0.1589 0.0166
5.3 1.7406 0.1820 0.0190
6.6 1.9941 0.2085 0.0218
7.9 2.2845 0.2389 0.0250
9.2 2.6171 0.2737 0.0286
10.5 2.9982 0.3135 0.0328
11.8 3.4348 0.3592 0.0376
13.1 3.9350 0.4115 0.0430
14.4 4.5080 0.4714 0.0493
15.7 5.1644 0.5401 0.0565
17.0 5.9165 0.6187 0.0647
18.3 6.7780 0.7088 0.0741
19.6 7.7651 0.8120 0.0849
20.9 8.8958 0.9303 0.0973
22.2 10.1912 1.0657 0.1114
23.5 11.6752 1.2209 0.1277
24.8 13.3754 1.3987 0.1463
26.1 15.3231 1.6024 0.1676
27.4 17.5544 1.8357 0.1920
28.7 20.1106 2.1030 0.2199
30.0 23.0391 2.4093 0.2519

 

Table 3. Cloud Service Privacy breach with 
different providers evaluation in Medium scenario 

Google Microsoft Amazon IBM 
7.0 2.0793 0.2174 0.0227 
8.3 2.3820 0.2491 0.0260 
9.6 2.7289 0.2854 0.0298 
10.9 3.1263 0.3269 0.0342 
12.2 3.5815 0.3745 0.0392 
13.5 4.1031 0.4291 0.0449 
14.8 4.7006 0.4916 0.0514 
16.1 5.3851 0.5631 0.0589 
17.4 6.1692 0.6451 0.0675 
18.7 7.0676 0.7391 0.0773 
20.0 8.0968 0.8467 0.0885 
21.3 9.2758 0.9700 0.1014 
22.6 10.6265 1.1112 0.1162 
23.9 12.1739 1.2731 0.1331 
25.2 13.9467 1.4585 0.1525 
26.5 15.9776 1.6708 0.1747 
27.8 18.3043 1.9141 0.2002 
29.1 20.9697 2.1929 0.2293 
30.4 24.0233 2.5122 0.2627 

 

Table 2. Cloud Service Privacy 
evaluation in Typical Mode 

Google Microsoft Amazon IBM 

10.0 2.8455 0.2976 0.0311

11.3 3.2598 0.3409 0.0356

12.6 3.7345 0.3905 0.0408

13.9 4.2783 0.4474 0.0468

15.2 4.9014 0.5126 0.0536

16.5 5.6151 0.5872 0.0614

17.8 6.4327 0.6727 0.0703

19.1 7.3695 0.7706 0.0806

20.4 8.4426 0.8829 0.0923

21.7 9.6720 1.0114 0.1058

23.0 11.0805 1.1587 0.1212

24.3 12.6940 1.3274 0.1388

25.6 14.5425 1.5208 0.1590

26.9 16.6601 1.7422 0.1822

28.2 19.0861 1.9959 0.2087

29.5 21.8655 2.2865 0.2391
 

Table 4. Cloud Service Privacy evaluation in 
Custom Mode with different providers 

Over all Web Service Suitability x; f(x); f'(x); f''(x) 

No of services Suitability Providers 

100 10 Google 

100 25.2 Microsoft 

100 40.4 Amazon 

100 55.6 IBM 

100 70.8 Sales force 

100 86 VMware 

100 101.2 Verizon 

100 116.4 Accenture 

100 131.6 Sodexo 

100 146.8 
Infosys 

Technologies 
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customs to locate the portability between cloud providers. It will act as a gateway for 
all providers and reveille the privacy actions throughout some malicious attacks 
experience for the period of portability surrounded by different cloud providers. This 
paper discusses about portability issues and privacy technique to solve those 
portability problem occurring for users and cloud providers. Above properties 
illustrates the technique adopted to maintain the secrecy of any proprietary 
information. Fig.2 and fig. 3 will give an apparent idea to researches about the 
proposed work. Equation (1-6) describes the privacy implications in the proposed 
system. Data migration and its possibilities are expressed if a user currently using CP1 
he can able to migrate to CPn possibilities as per the compatibility of different cloud 
providers, the proposed system handles the situation more appropriately and it notifies 
to all CPs to maintain a standard format to avoid the compatibility issues. 

Different privacy invasion have been tremendously increasing in day today life. As 
privacy breach protection and mitigation stagey the proposed approach acts 
accordingly. The service provider utilized various privacy techniques to drop down 
these issues and those representations are tabulated in Table 1, 2, 3 and 4. These 
invasion handling are plotted and expressed in fig.4, fig.5, fig.6 and fig.7. In vast 
storage data centers like grid, cloud and distributed storage area are identified as an 
enormous data breach happening gradually. Table 1 explains the different cloud 
providers privacy policy, have get varied as per their norms, most of the factors are 
enriched to be hidden and almost all leading providers are committed to persuade 
their customers with their attractive policy. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper proposes an evolutionary privacy model for data portability privacy in 
cloud which persuades the subsistence of cloud users to have enough trust on cloud 
providers and co-cloud users. It encompasses both CP and Cloud User (CU) with self 
and mechanized systems. Most cloud providers don’t put forward and missed to mark 
the practice of privacy techniques. In our paper we came up with various privacy 
protection techniques and explored them as survival of the fittest in cloud 
environment. Similarly table 2, 3 and 4 explore the privacy breach of providers taken 
into consideration according to its recognition. Proposed approach get fulfilled only 
when both cloud providers and cloud requestors / end-users ensures all their data have 
their own privacy in different cloud provider during data portability. The future 
research focuses on portability in interoperable privacy issues, researchers can hope 
this proposal will prove to be a useful foundation for solving their issues on privacy 
for cloud layer in all stipulated areas. 
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